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Human life,
I beg to report, sir, is so complicated
that life of a man is a barrel of laughs compared.
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Integrative tendencies in people, due to their
specific and cultural conditions

Problems arising
from globalisation
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How’s the
situation
reflected in
psychotherapy?

What can be
done better?
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Some feasible responses to globalisation
tendencies
1) Doing nothing – natural selection of those who adapt and survive, and
their stories become dominant in society

2) Being vigilant and raise awareness – in its structure and

manifestations, human society may show signs of deep psychopathology
(e.g. totalitarian systems, toothless democracy, ...), and may produce
psychopathology in large scale

3) Noticing some negative, only partially conscious processes,
drawing attention to them, naming them

4) Dealing with some negative impacts of the globalisation process in
terms of healthy development of an individual, and intervene at all
three levels of prevention – is media education “primary
prevention”?
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1) Doing nothing – natural selection of those who adapt
and survive, and their stories become dominant in society
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2) Being vigilant and raise awareness
• in its structure and
manifestations, human
society may show signs of
deep psychopathology
(e.g. totalitarian systems,
toothless democracy, ...),
and may produce
psychopathology in large
scale

Modern psychology has a word … ”maladjusted.” ... But I say to
you, my friends, ... there are certain things in our nation and in
the world which I am proud to be maladjusted ... I say very
honestly that I never intend to become adjusted to segregation
and discrimination ..., to economic conditions that will take
necessities from the many to give luxuries to the few ..., to the
madness of militarism, to self-defeating effects of physical
violence. …
Human salvation lies in the hands of the creative maladjusted.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
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3) Noticing some negative, only partially conscious processes,
drawing attention to them, naming them – e.g. the
omnipresent manipulation- trio of defence mechanisms
Denial - brings imbalance
that calls for creation of an
alternative, distorted and
false picture of reality

Self-deceit - denial of an
important fact or personal
responsibility

anxiety
anger
fear
pain

Blaming others,

and the vicious circle is
closed
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- By understanding how these defence mechanisms shape and assert in our behaviour
- Ethics of behaviour and experiencing built on key needs
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4) Dealing with some negative impacts of the globalisation process in
terms of healthy development of an individual, and intervene at all
three levels of prevention – is media education “primary prevention”?

confrontation therapy

cognitive therapy

mental training
stress management
training

physical training
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strengthening
confidence

training of
emotions
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Immigrants – their types in terms of suitable
approach to them incl. the psychotherapeutic one
Cosmopolitan elite:

The threat of mutual separation, associated with negative attitude and with
the possibility to escalate into war between the “more” and “less
developed” – the need for dialogue, care for the feeling of possible selfassertion and appreciation on both parties – the issue of openness, trust,

holistic approach to
moving within and with the system

Cycle of

diversity followed by gradual synthesis – narratives

DIS/advantages of acculturation – balancing
the two processes

and chance of both parties to control –

Powerless, non-orientated
-

Helping clients understand the limited, clearly formulated chance that
they receive
- Empower them to adopt active approach to their situation
- Helping them clarify the possibility of maintaining their own culture that
does not “prejudice” the culture in which they live
Gradual acculturation:
Empathy cognitive/emotional
Info and sharing experience of the other party
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Situational powerless and cooperating

Education in new language and culture
Training in social behaviour and a communication
Support via building of profession and integration into
community
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Position of an “expatriate” – Expats-Diplomats

Exclusivity of lifestyle
and status in society

Enrichment

Prison
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Case 1 – “Savage”
• From her holiday, the client has brought back a partner in
whose culture such behaviour is common, which we regard in
our country as a restraint of personal liberty, abuse, and
violence

• Psychotherapeutic approach: The therapist:

• aims to understand and experience with the client their
“cultural normality”
• is able to guide the client through cultural reality in which
they currently live
• conveys to them feedback that humiliates them, but which
will help them change their behaviour
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Case 2 – “Inner Enemy”
– LIMITS and CHANCES of a
change

• The girl married a foreigner who gradually moved into her home 25 of
his relatives with very different lifestyle and spiritual style; when, after
several years, she tried to express disapproval, he filed for divorce and
requested custody of their child, stating his extended family was able to
care for the child better than she could – at that time her flat was
already purchased by her husband’s firm
• Democratic way of governance is based on considerable freedom, which
assumes that individuals are able to deal with it constructively, i.e. not
to harm, not to interfere with privacy of others and not to abuse their
right to freedom by creating totalitarian power structures
• Psychotherapeutic approach – multicultural psychotherapy with support
and care of the abused, and their empowerment
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Case 3 – “Dumb, with no narrative”
• Minorities with problems of acceptance and sense of equality in
society
• Homosexuals, Women, Children, Scientists…. National Minorities

• Psychotherapeutic approach:
• Helping them express their feelings, thoughts, and needs
• Helping them accept their position, understand their options, and seek the
ways of helping themselves by changing their way of thinking, attitudes, and
behaviour
• Helping them create tasks, seek appropriate ways of meeting them, and name
gradual achievements throughout the process
• Detecting relapses and ruptures in the psychotherapeutic relationship
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Case 4 – “Girl/Boyfriend” or “Partner”
• Unprecedented current opportunity to work on oneself can
bring about, besides very many benefits, the habit to care
primarily of oneself, leaving the needs of others very much
aside
• Disadvantage: Unawareness / Unwillingness / Un-need to learn
relationship in cohabitation

• To what extent is the partner cohabitation still the focal point
of our experience? How large is the percentage of people in
today’s world talking about cohabitation as about a rather
superfluous strenuous mutual support, which hinders the
individual personality and professional development rather
than accelerating it?
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The “OPEN SPACE” culture
• Globalisation of companies – several cultures enter people’s lives – the
company culture, the culture of the country in which they work, the culture
of their partner and the partner’s family, and the culture in which they live
and where their children often grow up – 2 levels of solving:
• Classical “psychotherapeutic” examination
• Finding out maximum socio/geo/political conditions influencing the course of
treatment

• Seeming openness and equality vs. decision making on local
processes in faraway headquarters, which ignores the manners
and procedural practices customary in the respective countries
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Clients view their problem in an integrated manner
and that is how they want us to be treating them,
in their unique complex sociocultural situation
Psychotherapy

Counselling

Mediation

Coaching

Activation – working on oneself,
chance of self-INVESTMENT

Helping in distress,
calming down
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